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Palm Springs
This gorgeous notched Clamshell Box features a well for a book and prints. The box is covered in light blue texlifil, 
and the walls are in clay Iris cloth. The floors are lined in a special grass cloth for a more organic quality. The cover 
is embossed with two custom dies in matte white and medium gray foil. Two gate folds can be used to support the 
prints when the book is in use.
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Kimsooja
Artist Kimsooja uses a series of four-walled Clamshell Boxes to house her three dimensional pieces.
The covers, walls, and floors are covered in a tasteful charcoal Iris cloth. The separate interior lid, covered in smoke 
Iris cloth, is removable and adds an element of surprise to the presentation. The cover and the interior lid feature the 
project title custom-printed on cloth in black. This box has been recreated several times for different projects,
creating a perfectly uniform collection.
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Toronto Pearson
This notched Clamshell Box is blind embossed with a custom die on its white vegan leather cover complimenting 
its white Iris cloth walls. The floors and well are lined with lustrous blue Cialux. Also featured is a precise laser-cut 
well which holds a flash drive and includes a finger lift for easy access. This box is sleek and modern, perfect for any 
forward-thinking presenter.
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Remax
This highly customized box was used for a real estate presentation. The Dropspine Box features a three ring
binder and magnetic closure, keeping its contents organized and in place. The logo is custom-printed on the cover
on white Iris cloth matching the walls. The interior tray is lined in rose-red Iris cloth, matching the rigid pocket
to the left in the same color. This durable and functional box is ideal for any presentation with extensive collateral.
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Steve McCurry
This luxurious notched Clamshell Box is constructed with a combination of rose-red and black Iris cloth. These boxes 
were designed and created to hold twenty high quality prints from world renowned photographer Steve McCurry’s 
India series. Each box featured a letterpress colophon on 110lb Lettra paper. The interior lid was screen printed in 
gold and the cover was embossed with a metallic rose-gold foil. For added quality, the top tray has a rigid pocket 
fitted for white gloves to handle the archival prints. 
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Elkus Manfredi Architects
These notched Clamshell Boxes were designed to present a new building development. While the cover and walls in 
Cacao Iris cloth are handsome, the feature that makes these boxes stand out is their unique interior lids and floors 
that feature custom-printed white Iris cloth. The embossing with a custom die in gold foil on the cover adds to the 
sleek and elegant style of this presentation.
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Artist Presentation Folio
This chic fine artist’s presentation folio, in charcoal and red duotone lining, is sure to impress all viewers. The rigid
pockets can hold prints, resumes and other documents. This project features the artist’s signature embossed on the
cover using a custom die.
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Dr. Dennis Gross
This two-piece box was created for Dr. Dennis Gross skin care products and was presented to the Canyon Ranch as
a marketing promotion. Covered in orange Cialux with a white Iris floor, a box like this is sure to stand out against
competitors. The cover is embossed with white foil using a custom die and the product samples are firmly held in
place by a precise laser-cut base. A stunning presentation for these exclusive products. 
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IPad Presentation
An Ipad presentation can suit any company or artist’s needs adding a dynamic quality to the presentation. In a time-
less monochromatic scheme, the boxes exterior is covered in charcoal perfectly complimenting its interior smoke Iris 
cloth. The iPad well is precisely laser cut, guaranteeing a perfect fit. The pocket to the left creates space for collateral 
materials. Presentations can be viewed with the iPad remaining in the box or removed using the slate gray ribbon 
lift. A perfect blending of elegance and functionality!
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Under Armour
This project was used as a marketing presentation for athletic apparel giant Under Armour. The double-walled
Clamshell Boxes are covered in a wood textured paper with a leather accent giving them their organic character. The
leather is embossed in a matte white foil complimenting the walls and floors which are covered in cream Iris cloth.
Inside, the tray to the right features four simple triangle tabs which hold paper collateral. These impressive presenta-
tion boxes would impress anyone, from small galleries to large corporations.
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PNC Tribute 
This is a four walled Clamshell Box with well, interior lid and tribute book. The cover and well is in midnight Iris cloth 
and the interior lid and inside of the well are lined in tangerine Texlifil cloth. The cover of the book and the floor of 
the well are embossed in gold foil with a custom die and hand set type. Both the interior lid and well have an ele-
gant soft white silk ribbon lift. Sophisticated and stunning!
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The White House
These presentation Clamshell Boxes were built to hold photographs of the White House, taken by the artist Mel 
Curtis. The black silk cloth cover, red silk interior, and custom gold foil embossing create a look that is clean and 
sophisticated.
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KSS Holiday Card
These holiday cards were letterpress printed for KSS, a Philadelphia based architectural firm. The drawing was repro-
duced on a polymer pate which enabled all its intricacy to be held in the quality printing. The cards and their match-
ing silver envelopes came together as a charming holiday greetings.
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BLT Architects
The book covers in this beautiful presentation are in charcoal Iris cloth with the intricate image embossed in matte 
gray and the logo embossed in copper foil. They are unique in that printed materials can be added from different 
sources creating a cost effective way to elevate any presentation.
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Indra’s Jewels
The photographer James Stanford used these notched Clamshell Boxes to display his book and prints. The ocher Iris
cloth on the cover and walls create a striking contrast to the Barley Duotone cloth on the floors of the box. A char-
treuse silk ribbon lifts the photographer’s book out of its well to be viewed. The cover of the box is embossed in 
luminous metallic purple and matte black foil creating a vivid contrast that mimics and compliments the book inside.
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Sweet Jesus
This specialty Cigar-Style Box has a uniquely constructed rounded spine to give the illusion of being a large book. 
The cover is in white vegan leather highlighted with a blind embossing of the logo produced with custom dies. The 
interior has two laser-cut wells to hold a look book, as well as a 3D-printed Popsicle. Both the wells and the interior 
lid panel are lined in light pink Texlifil cloth. Cutting edge design and construction are featured in this ultra modern 
project. 
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Martha Stewart Weddings
Featured in Martha Stewart Weddings magazine, this exquisite Cigar-Style Box includes a wedding guest book and a
well to hold loose cards. The book and box are adorned with an intricate design custom-printed on white Iris cloth. A 
blue silk ribbon is a fancy yet functional way to remove the book from this truly elegant box. 
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Paul Reitano
This photographer wanted a special presentation book to show his work to potential clients. The hidden Post-Screw 
Binding is subtly unique in that it provides an opportunity to add pages when new work is available. The cover, in 
black and gray vegan leather, is blind embossed with the photographer’s logo using a custom die. The simple design 
of this book lets the artists work come forward leaving a lasting impression.
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Colombia Creative
This tribute ensemble of components, comprised of a four-walled Clamshell Box, a folio and book, is truly timeless. 
The cover of the box, book and folio are in charcoal Iris cloth which was screen printed in dazzling white. The walls 
and floors are lined in a classic midnight Iris cloth. The Case-Bound tribute book is accompanied by a folio which 
holds handwritten letters. Both are easily accessible by soft-white silk ribbon lifts. A classic suite like this will contin-
ue to impress viewers for generations to come.
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Fran Milone
This book, Clamshell Box, and two folios were created as a tribute presentation. The set is covered in smoke Iris 
cloth which beautifully contrasts the bright orange Cialux cloth interior. The book and folios are embossed in white 
and custom-printed black. The elegant silver silk ribbon lifts two folios, one holding handwritten letters and the oth-
er customized to hold a print and CD. This set was a thoughtful send-off for a retiring partner.
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The One
This Drop Spine Box was used for listing presentations by a real estate company. The cover is in medium gray Iris 
cloth complimented beautifully by the walls and interior lid panels covered in a fresh looking kiwi Iris cloth. 
The metallic green embossing on the cover was done with a custom die. A striking presentation that captures the 
essence of the company. 
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The Milwaukee Bucks
The Milwaukee Bucks were looking for a great presenting to lure some keys players during the draft. They put to-
gether a great presentation on an iPad and needed a great presentation. We printed full coverage on cloth to get the 
exact branding color for the team, a well was created to house the iPad charger. We got a call during the draft....they 
signed the player they wanted! Presentation does matter!!
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Regeneron Brand Box
These four-walled brand boxes are covered in custom-printed white Iris cloth. The blue Iris floor compliments the 
cover’s printing. Custom printing on the book cloth allowed this company to customize their box to a whole new 
level.
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Wedding Annoucement
The founder of Bella Forte Designs created her own wedding announcements for friends and family. This charming 
two-color letterpress card on 220 Lettra paper also features a half moon enclosure with an additional heart em-
bossed in silver giving the card an extra element of whimsy and style. The lined envelope also features a dazzling 
matte silver embossing.
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Rockefeller
This impressive box was created for a Human Resources presentation. The boxes cover text was custom printed on 
smoke Iris cloth and then embossed with copper foil for a pop of style. The interior tray was custom built to hold 
small items for recipients and the silver ribbon tabs enable the tray to be lifted out to reveal custom letterpress and 
embossed cards. This project was Intricate and results spectacular highlighting our high level of craftsmanship. 
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Artist Sunglass Boxes
These boxes were created to hold specially produced artist sunglasses. In three different sizes, these modern box-
es are covered with digitally printed white paper whose graphics compliment the orange paper lining the interior. 
These jazzy product boxes definitely draw the hip consumer’s eye.
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Bespoke
This notched Clamshell Box with iPad Mini inset features an interior lid with a well for collateral materials. The cover 
and floor of the iPad inset is in white vegan leather. Using custom dies, the front cover and spine are embossed with 
matte gold foil. The walls, interior lid and floors are lined with luxurious platinum silk adding up to a truly elegant 
presentation. 
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Wedding Invitations
This exquisite two-color wedding suite was a beautiful way to celebrate this couples marriage. Printed on 220lb 
Lettra paper in gold and grey ink, the delicate flowing text is enhanced with the depth and luxury of letterpress print-
ing.
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Soar
WIPRO designed these boxes as a marketing tool to be presented to Sears. The graphics on these unique folding
cube boxes are custom printed on white Iris cloth and the boxes are held closed with clear Velcro pads. Bella Forte 
Designs takes pride in meeting exacting design challenges and this project highlights that expertise. 
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Tarot Card Kickstarter
The cards housed in this box were available for purchase as part of a Kickstarter campaign for the artist duo - Dead 
on Paper. The black Iris cloth covering this Cigar-Style Box is an attractive contrast to its iridescent Waste Not paper 
floors and interior lid panel. Each box housed three decks of cards easily accessible by a black silk ribbon lift. To top 
it off the project’s logo was embossed on the cover in pewter foil creating a simple yet stunning effect.


